Introduction
Many fast algorithms for the computation of the discrete cosine transform(DCT) have been proposed since the introduction of the DCT by Ahmed et al. [l] in 1974. However, most of them were proposed for the realization of a 2m-length DCT. Studies on the realization of DCT for lengths equal to prime squares or power of primes are rarely in progress. Recently, we found that it is possible to realize a prime length DCT through two half-length cyclic correlations, which results in avery regular structure. Hence, it is very suitable for VLSI implementation [2, 3] .
In this paper, we introduce a new general algorithm to realize a pm-length DCT, where p is an odd prime, by using short correlations. This algorithm also results in an extremely regular structure and is most suitable for VLSI implementation. 
where T(k) is defined as
This basic formulation is then applied for the realization of the pm-length DCT.
Realization of $ -length DCT
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If N = p and p is an odd prime in eqn. 5, we have
where 52 = {pn ln=1,2..p-l}
for kE Y (10)
For reference propose, we also define Yn = { np + i li=1,2..p-l}, where n=O,l,..p-1.
For BQ:
if ikis odd where s(ik) = Note that no multiplication is required.
For E@):
We split eqn. 9 into even and odd sequences 
to kEYo, we have
where C(n) =cos [( 2n/N)<gn+] for n is integer
for n is an integer
Hence, eqns. 14 and 15 can be further simplified to
One may observe that Co((p-l)/2 + n) = G ( n ) for n = 1,2 ... We can also split it into even and odd sequences
For F(k):
Eqn. 10 can be rewritten as &Yo cos (F) for kEY (27) [ 2 x(np+i)} cos(?)
for k E Y n (40)
, I
are required. Besides, it has the property that
where
Hence, we need to deal with the sequence {F(k):kEYo} only. After expanding the domain of F(2k) and F@-2k) to kEYo, we have
where F'(k) = F( 2<&>,) Yn = {m 0" and m e Q"} and, for the sake of simplicity, we call these formulations as An(k), Bn(k), En(k) and Fn(k) with order n respectively for future reference. Note that the input sequence is not necessary to be {x(i)} when these structures are referred.
As Y" forms a cyclic group with p"-l(p-l) elements under multiplication modulo p", we can realize En(2k) and En(p"-2kJ by correlations using exactly the same technique used in p case. 
On the other hand, it is noted that An(k) and Fn(k) can be expressed in the form of An-l(k), En-l(k) and Fn-l(k) accordingly. This fact can be easily observed by the following deduction:
For A@),
Similarly, as Co((p-1)/2 + n) = Co(n), eqns. 33 and 34 can be further simplified to
For Fn(k),
Hence it is clear that two (p-l)/Zlength cyclic correlations are required for the computation of {F(k):kEY}.
Realization of P" -length DCT for dETo, k€Y"-'
where To = {1,3,5..p-2} and re = {0,2,4..p-l} These equations involve four En-l(k), two Fn-l(k) and two An-l(k) structures. As En-l(k) can be realized through a correlation, this decomposition technique suggests an Fn(k) and An(k)* One can decompose Fn(k) and An(k) to F2(k) and A2(k) by using this technique recursively and2then realize them with the same for kE 52" (37)
Similarly, Bn(k) can b e decomposed into formulations with lower order and then realized through cyclic correlations by applying the following steps accordingly: 1. To partition 0" to Q" and Yn, 2. To map Q" to On-' bijectively by the mapping We have shown that a p2-length DCT can be realized bX correlations. Actually, this method can also be applied to P -length We first select all integers that contain a factor p from the set 0" = { 1,2, ...,pn-1} to form the set Q". Those elements left form another set Yn. Then eqn. 5 can be realized through the realization of for us to
technique mentioned in p case.
for kE 52" (38)
iEY"
for k e y" (39) function f(i) = Qp, 3. To partition Yn to p sets {dpn-l + i I i E for d€ { 0,1,2..~-1}.
In such case, a pm-length DCT can be realized through correlations.
--
Let us use a length-25 DCT to clarify our proposal. In such case, N = 25, p = 5 and we have 
We choose g = go = 3, then we can use eqns. 28,29,32, 35 and 36 to compute {F(k):kEY),
For the computation of {E(k):k€Y}, we can use eqns. 16 and 17 [ Then, {T(k):k = 1,2..24} can be determined by eqn. 6. BY using this technique, a length-25 DCT can be realized through cyclic correlations.
Conclusions
We have seen that a p2-length DCT can be realized through four (p-1)/2-length and two (p-l)p/2-length cyclic correlations with a cost of N-1 multiplications. This formulation is potentially useful for the realization of discrete cosine transform using VLSI techniques especially if the distributed arithmetic technique is going to be used. It is also interesting that an N length cyclic correlation can theoretically be realized by 2N-d multiplicati~s [4] , where d is the number of factorial polynomials of z -1, when it is realized with the Largrange interpolation formula. As the minimum n of factorial poly o 'als of both yyjbyz polynomial z p--1 and polynomial ~& -~-l art 2, the number of multiplications re$puired to realize a p -length D C T can b e given by 3p +2p-17. The number s f multiplications per point is therefore given by 3 + 2p-l-17~-, which is not larger than 52/17. Hence, it would imply thepretically that the number of multiplications per point of a p -length DCT is about 3 irrespective to the value of p.
